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Star Wars The Force Awakens Incredible Cross Sections
Revisit the Star Wars universe with the newest addition to the franchise, The Force Awakens. A world awaits you filled with new
characters, locations, ships and aliens. Plus, welcome back some of your old favourites like Han, Chewie, Leia and Luke. Join all
the characters, old and new, for some colouring fun!
Join Rey, Finn, BB-8, and all their Resistance friends as they set out to stop the First Order from finding Luke Skywalker in a
galaxy far, far away. Set 30 years after Star Wars: Return of the Jedi (1983) and the fall of the evil Galactic Empire, Star Wars:
The Force Awakens (2015) tells the story of the villainous Kylo Ren and the rising threat of the First Order. Only the fledgling
Resistance, led by General Leia Organa, stand in the First Order's way from taking control of the galaxy. Join a young scavenger
named Rey, and a defector from the First Order known as Finn, as they join the battle to save the galaxy. Star Wars fans of all
ages will enjoy reliving the Skywalker saga in this beautifully illustrated storybook.
Star Wars: the Force AwakensRandom House
Luke Skywalker returns for an all-new adventure in this thrilling upper middle grade novel. Set between Star Wars: A New Hope
and Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, the story finds Luke Skywalker, C-3PO, and R2-D2 stranded on a mysterious planet, and
explores a dangerous duel between Luke and a strange new villain. Hidden in the story are also clues and hints about the
upcoming film Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for fans old and new!
The Force will be with you when you join these Jedi adventures! Based on Star Wars: The Force Awakens (film release date:
18/12/15). 6 sound buttons with attached light-up lightsaber. Press the lightsaber icon to hear lightsaber activation sound and see
the lights turn on from bottom to top, and then pulse; press again to hear deactivation sound and see the lights go off from top to
bottom.
The epic space saga, Star Wars: The Force Awakens, is retold in the iconic Little Golden Book format! Featuring stunning retro
illustrations, this book is perfect for Star Wars--and Little Golden Book--fans of all ages!
It's been three decades since the Rebel Alliance destroyed the Death Star and toppled the Galactic Empire...but now, on the
remote planet of Jakku...there is a stirring in the Force. A young scavenger named Rey...a deserting storm trooper named
Finn...an ace pilot name Poe...and a dark apprentice named Kylo Ren... Their lives are about to collide as the awakening begins.
Writer Chuck Wendig (Star Wars: Aftermath) and artist Luke Ross (Hercules) take us back into the saga of a lifetime!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS ADAPTATION 1-6
A Mad Libs based on The Force Awakens, the seventh film in the perenially popular Star Wars franchise! Whether you're a
longtime fan of the Star Wars franchise, or fell in love after seeing The Phantom Menace, you're sure to get a kick out of our
newest Mad Libs! It features 21 original stories based on the highly anticipated seventh film in the series, The Force Awakens.

Kids will have a blast creating more than 200 combinations of characters from Star Wars: The Force Awakens! Captain
Phasma, Kylo Ren, Poe, Rey, and Finn are featured in this book that blends spectacular action with three-panel pages to
create confounding combinations! Mix and match the heads, bodies, and legs more than 200 different ways to create
crazy mash-ups between the Resistance and the First Order!
Discover a galaxy far, far away with this hardcover book that includes a removable BB-8 projector with 24 colorful movie
images that children can project on the wall as they read the story. Based on Star Wars: The Force Awakens, this movie
retelling for kids is perfect for the young Star Wars fan! The removable projector looks like the droid BB-8, and it can cast
up to 24 images from the movie with the included six picture discs. Plus, the projector works well as a flashlight when
reading time is over!
More than thirty years ago, Star Wars burst onto the big screen and became a cultural phenomenon. Now the next
adventures in this blockbuster saga are poised to captivate old and new fans alike-beginning with the highly anticipated
Star Wars: The Force Awakens. And alongside the cinematic debut comes the thrilling novel adaptation. Set years after
Return of the Jedi, this stunning new action-packed adventure rockets us back into the world of Princess Leia, Han Solo,
Chewbacca, C-3PO, R2-D2, and Luke Skywalker, while introducing a host of exciting new characters. Darth Vader may
have been redeemed and the Emperor vanquished, but peace can be fleeting, and evil does not easily relent. Yet the
simple belief in good can still empower ordinary individuals to rise and meet the greatest challenges. So return to that
galaxy far, far away, and prepare yourself for what happens when the Force awakens. . . .
The weird, wonderful, exciting world of Star Wars: The Force Awakens(TM) comes alive with this Ultimate Sticker
Collection. Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of new characters, creatures, aliens, droids, and ships, as well as freestick pages to create your own scenes, this Ultimate Sticker Collection will keep children entertained for hours.
Han Solo and Chewbacca return in a heroic new adventure set in a galaxy far, far away.
Explore the characters, DroidsTM, aliens, and creatures of the latest chapter in the Star WarsTM saga in this definitive
guide to Star Wars: The Force AwakensTM. Written by Lucasfilm insider Pablo Hidalgo, Star Wars: The Force Awakens
The Visual Dictionary offers an inside look into the film; and pop culture website i09 says the book "gives fascinating
insight into the world behind the movie." Named a Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) Quick Pick for
Reluctant Young Adult Readers, the book's beautiful photography and authoritative text will also appeal to adult fans.
Learn the names and explanations behind all the details of costumes, weapons, and accessories and discover the dark
origins of Kylo Ren. Including three exclusive, specially-commissioned cutaway models produced by Industrial Light &
Magic model maker John Goodson, Star Wars: The Force Awakens The Visual Dictionary is the perfect addition to any
fan's bookshelf. © & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD. Used Under Authorization.
Learn about the star ship and other vehicles of Star Wars, the force awakens.
Return to a galaxy far, far away! Relive the adventure of Star Wars: The Force Awakens with this exciting read-along
storybook, featuring thrilling sound effects, word-for-word narration, and character voices!
When the evil First Order creates a weapon that can destroy entire planets, it's up to the Resistance, led by General Leia, to defeat
them.
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Relive the excitement of one of the most anticipated movies of all time with this action-packed retelling of Star Wars: The Force
Awakens! Many years have passed since the Jedi Knight Luke Skywalker and the Rebel Alliance were victorious over the evil
Empire, and the galaxy has been at peace. But now a new darkness is rising. The brave men and women of the Resistance must
stand against Kylo Ren and the villainous First Order.
The definitive guide to the characters, droids, aliens, and creatures of Star Wars: The Force Awakens. Beautiful photography and
clear, authoritative text by Lucasfilm insider Pablo Hidalgo names and explains all the details of costumes, weapons, and
accessories. Includes three exclusive, specially commissioned cutaway models produced by Industrial Light & Magic model maker
John Goodson. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD.
Rey never thought she would leave the desert planet of Jakku, but her life is turned upside down when she meets BB-8, a small
droid with a big secret. Like it or not, Rey is about to be caught up in something much larger than herself: a galactic war between
the evil First Order and the fledgling Resistance. But something is awakening inside of Rey, something that might turn the tides of
fortune in the galaxy. . . . This Chapter Book that retells The Force Awakens from the perspective of one of the film's biggest
breakout characters!
Han Solo and Chewbacca the Wookiee team-up for an all-new adventure in this thrilling upper middle grade novel. Set between
Star Wars: A New Hope and Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back, the story follows everyone's favorite pair of smugglers as they
fly the Millennium Falcon on a top-secret mission for the Rebellion. Hidden in the story are also hints and clues about the
upcoming film, Star Wars: The Force Awakens, making this a must-read for fans old and new!
Retells in graphic novel format how, when both the Resistance and the First Order search for Luke Skywalker, they focus on a
droid called BB-8, along with a scavenger and a stormtrooper deserter, who have found the droid.
This thrilling Young Adult novel gives readers a macro view of some of the most important events in the Star Wars universe, from
the rise of the Rebellion to the fall of the Empire. Readers will experience these major moments through the eyes of two childhood
friends--Ciena Ree and Thane Kyrell--who have grown up to become an Imperial officer and a Rebel pilot. Now on opposite sides
of the war, will these two star-crossed lovers reunite, or will duty tear them--and the galaxy--apart? Star Wars: Lost Stars also
includes all-new post-Star Wars: Return of the Jedi content, as well as hints and clues about the upcoming film Star Wars: The
Force Awakens, making this a must-read for all Star Wars fans.
Step inside the Lucasfilm art departments for the creation of fantastical worlds, unforgettable characters, and unimaginable
creatures. The Art of Star Wars: The Force Awakens will take you there, from the earliest gathering of artists and production
designers at Lucasfilm headquarters in San Francisco to the fever pitch of production at Pinewood Studios to the conclusion of
post-production at Industrial Light & Magic--all with unprecedented access. Exclusive interviews with the entire creative team
impart fascinating insights in bringing director J.J. Abrams's vision to life; unused "blue sky" concept art offers glimpses into roads
not traveled. Bursting with hundreds of stunning works of art, including production paintings, concept sketches, storyboards,
blueprints, and matte paintings, this visual feast will delight Star Wars fans and cineastes for decades to come. The Art of Star
Wars: The Force Awakens is the definitive expression of how the latest chapter in the Star Wars saga was dreamed into being.
ALSO AVAILABLE FROM ABRAMS IN SPRING 2016: The Making of Star Wars: The Force Awakens by Mark Cotta Vaz.
Forewords by J.J. Abrams and Kathleen Kennedy. ISBN: 978-1-4197-2022-2

"The perfect entry into the Star Wars roleplaying experience for players of all skill levels, The Force Awakens Beginner
Game introduces a complete, learn-as-you-go adventure that carries you from the sands of Jakku deep into the heart of a
mystery that could change the course of the galaxy."--Publisher website.
A companion piece to the "Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens" character novels, Star Wars: Before the
Awakening is an anthology book that focuses on the lives of Rey, Finn, and Poe before the events of the Star Wars: The
Force Awakens.
Join brave scavenger Rey, reformed stormtrooper Finn, and other heroes as they battle Kylo Ren and the First Order.
Learn to Draw Star Wars: The Force Awakens brings modern Star Wars iconography to life in stunning graphite pencil,
transforming memorable characters including Rey, Poe Dameron, BB-8, and Kylo Ren (along with Leia, Han Solo, and
R2-D2) into detailed, realistic portraits. Lucasfilm collaborator and professional artist Russell Walks guides artists step by
step and provides insightful notes, drawing tips, and memorable moments for each character from the film. This book
allows readers to develop and strengthen their drawing skills, while experiencing this legendary series in a whole new
light.
Magnetic Book and Play Set including two 16-page coloring and activity books, 6 play scenes, over 40 magnets. The
handle will be on top of the case.
The weird, wonderful, exciting world of Star Wars- The Force Awakenscomes alive with this Ultimate Sticker Collection.
Featuring more than 1,000 stickers of new characters, creatures, aliens, droids, and ships, as well as free-stick pages to
create your own scenes, this Ultimate Sticker Collection will keep children entertained for hours. © & TM 2015
LUCASFILM LTD.
It's true-all of it! The biggest movie of the year jumps from the big screen to the comic book page! It's been three decades
since the Rebel Alliance destroyed the Death Star and toppled the Galactic Empire...but now, on the remote planet of
Jakku...there is a stirring in The Force. A young scavenger named Rey...a deserting Stormtrooper named Finn...an ace
pilot name Poe...and a dark apprentice named Kylo Ren...their lives are about to collide as the awakening begins. Writer
Chuck Wendig (Star Wars: Aftermath) and artist Luke Ross (Hercules) take us back into the saga of a lifetime!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS ADAPTATION 1-5
A continuation of the saga of Star Wars set several decades after Star Wars: Return of the Jedi
Many years have passed since the Rebel Alliance was victorious over the evil Empire, and the galaxy has been at peace. But a new
darkness is rising, and now the brave men and women of the Resistance must stand against Kylo Ren and the villainous First Order.
A LONG TIME AGO, IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY.... Thirty years after the defeat of the Galactic Empire, the galaxy faces a new threat
from the dominating First Order and the evil Kylo Ren, who seeks vengeance on Luke Skywalker for Darth Vader's death. When a small droid
with a big secret lands on the deserted planet of Jakku and runs into a scavenger named Rey and a defected stormtrooper named Finn, the
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galaxy is turned on its head to locate the whereabouts of the only remaining Jedi, Luke Skywalker, before it's too late!
(Piano Solo Songbook). Music from the soundtrack to the much-anticipated seventh installment of the Star Wars franchise by John Williams
is presented in this songbook, complete with full-color artwork from the film! Songs include: Main Title and The Attack on the Jakku Village *
The Scavenger * Rey Meets BB-8 * Rey's Theme * That Girl with the Staff * Finn's Confession * The Starkiller * March of the Resistance *
Torn Apart * Scherzo for X-Wings * Farewell and The Trip * The Jedi Steps and Finale.
Experience Star Wars: The Force Awakens from the point of view of one of the film’s biggest breakout characters! Finn is a former First
Order stormtrooper with a unique story. Follow along as he gets swept up into an adventure he never thought possible!
Let your creativity run wild with Ultimate Sticker Collection: Star Wars: The Force Awakens(tm): Stickerscapes. Containing more than 1,000
reusable stickers of new heroes, villains, and vehicles, Stickerscapes includes 14 amazing backgrounds for you to create your own Star
Wars: The Force Awakens(tm) scenes!
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